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Physlcal Cryovolcanlsm on Triton 
Steven K. Croft, Lunar & Planetary Laboratory, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721. 

Triton has a bewildering variety of surface features and resurfaced areas that are cryovolcanic in 
origin. Cryovdcanism is differentiated from ordinary volcanism in that the fluid materials are molecular 
ices such as water, ammonia, methane, etc., rather than silicate rocks. Probably most of the basic 
physical processes are the same in cryovolcanism and volcanism, but there may be some differences 
due to differences in the material properties of the "working fluids". Comparison of volcanological 
landforms on the Icy satellites and the terrestrial planets should give clues to the similarities and 
differences between cryo- and terrestrial-volcanic processes. Many of the features on Triton are 
remarkably similar to terrestrtal volcanic forms (I), implying similar p?ocesses, whereas some of the 
extrusive forms have no known terrestrial counterparts. This abstrad describes the variety of 
morphologic forms and possiMe mechanisms; another abstract (2) describes models and materials. The 
features discussed are located by an ident'ifying number in the geologic sketch map In (3). 

Unear Ridaes and Trouahq: These features form an open, somewhat rectilinear, network over 
nearly the entire imaged face of Triton. Individual ridges range from several hundred to at least 2000 km 
long. The widths vary from about 10 to about 30 krn, and the heights up to a few hundred meters. The 
structures range from parallel paired ridges (near #1 in ref. 3) to triple and multiple ridges (#2), to 
single, broad ridges (#3). The ridges have been interpreted as leveed flows or dikes in various stages of 
extrusion of viscous (~10'  poise) materials. The preferred interpretation here is that of dike extrusion. 
However, the dikes are too long to be surface piercements of fluid-filled penny-shaped elastic cracks, so 
they are Interpreted to be laterally propagating dikes similar to the Abitibi dike in Canada or the Great 
Dike In Africa. At least one recognizable lobate flow (#4) connects directly back to one of the broad 
ridges. Numerous small hummocks and lobate ridges morphologically similar to the lobate flow fill the 
adjacent area to the south, suggesting an extended area of deposition from the ridge. 

Dnta lou~e Dim~les and Pitg: The dimples In unit Cd (around #5) form a field about 1000 km 
across of similardimension structures typically 20-40 km in diameter. Individual dimples are typically 
fairly shallow, quaslcircular depressions with raised rims. The dimples show a variety of inorphologies: 
floors are rough, smooth, pitted, or contain small mounds; the depressions are single, double concentric, 
and overlapping; the rims are simple concentric ridges and rugged, irregular peaks. The area has been 
interpreted as a heavily modified portion of heavily cratered terrain or as a coljection of some type of 
cryovolcanic craters. I suggest that the craters are rnaar-like explosion craters grouped in a typical 
volcanic field similar to the Pinacate or Hopi Butte volcanic fields on Earth. Terrestrial maars show the 
variety of morphologies seen in the dimples. At least ,one dimple (#6) is doubled, with the outer ring 
being cut by a linear ridge and the inner ring cutting the ridge, indicating at least two distinct periods of 
activity in the same location, a situation most easily explained by endogenic activity. The normalized 
size distribution and fielddiameter/craterdiameter ratio is similar to that of terrestrial maars, and, 
interestingly, the mean diameter of the dimples is 25 - 35 times the mean diameter of maars on the 
Earth, whereas the ratio of surface density times surface gravity on Earth to Triton is about 30-35, 
implying similar pressures for explosive formation. Superposition relations between the dimples and the 
linear ridges indicate that there was partial contemporaneity between the two sets of features. The 
temporal mix of non-explosive features (the ridges) and explosive ones (he dimples) is similar to the mix 
in the terrestrial volcanic fields, implying time-variability in the explosive fluids at depth. The numerous 
smaller pits and craters (nominally 5-10 km across) in the cantaloupe terrain tend to occur in chains and 
along the rugged ridges. These features may represent smaller cryovolcanic structures such as 
degraded (cryo-)cinder cones, collapse pits, pseudocraters, or smaller explosion pits (*). At the eastern 
boundary of the cantaloupe terrain, an increasing portion of the low spots in the terrain appears flooded 
with a variety of smoother deposits that grade into the smooth deposits around the larger caldera (see 
below). Some of these features (e.g.,#7) appear as bulbous deposits with rounded edges a few 
hundred meters high that are distinct in texture from the other floor deposits. These may be local 
extrusions from vents in the craters in which the deposits lie. Their exact origin is unknown: #7 has a 
distinct lobate edge and lip at the eastern end and a pit (the source vent?) in the middle of the main 
lobe. The material may be very viscous flows from the pit, but there is no obvious lip on the boundaries 
of the deposit on the western end where it extends into an irregular crater with a rugged rim. Thus the 
source may be in the crater and the pit may be some type of explosion crater due to overriding a 
deposit of a volatile (solid N,?). Alternatively, the deposit may be a (cryo-)volcanic dome, or a 
succession of thinner ground-hugging flows like a cryo-'nuees ardentesu. 

"Lake Caldera". There are four quasicircular structures with smooth floors bounded with inward 
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facing scarps (#8,9,10,11). The smooth materials embay all irregularities and have no visible lips. Thus 
these materials were extruded at low viscosity, in contrast to the higher viscosities of the linear ridge 
material. Feature #9 has one well deflned terrace at the eastern end indicative of at least two episodes 
of collapse. The overall structure bears considerable similarity to large caldera such as Kilauea and 
Olympus Mons. The circular portions of these features are all 150 - 200 km in diameter, comparable to 
the thickness of the underlying ice crust. Features #&I0 have small Rdds of rimless pits surrounding a 
largest pit about 20 km in diameter. It is suggested that these represent collapse depressions near the 
main source vent for each smooth floor deposit caused by drainback at the end of the eruption after the 
surface of the smooth deposit had solidified. Feature #11 has three equidimensional pit aligned along 
the old trend of the nearby linear ridge. The smooth deposit is not entirely contained by an inward- 
facing scarp, and extends without sharp boundaries into the hummocky terrain. The structure may be 
transitional between the 'Lake ' caldera and the 'collapse' caldera (see below). Smooth material like the 
smooth floors of the 'lakes' also occurs In a long fissure or graben (#12), indicating a possible fissure 
eruption of the low viscosity material. 

'Collaose' Calde~. Another class of structures similar to terrestrial volcanic structures are 
features 13,14,15, and associated irregular pits and chains of pits. These features are quasicircular 
depressions with smaller pits and depression within. They are surrounded by quasicircular deposits of 
smooth materials that extend out 100 to 200 km from the main depressions. The entire ensemble is 
strongly reminiscent of collapse caldera and chains of eruption and collapse pits seen in linear volcanic 
zones on the Earth such as the Laki Fissure area in Iceland. The trends of the pit chains on Triton, like 
those on Earth, are along extensions of visible surface fractures, suggesting linear tectonic faiiure zones 
as ready vents for the cryomagmas. Indeed, there is a strong correlation between the location of most 
cryovolcanic structures and tectonic failure features on Triton. These smooth highland deposits are at 
least partially cryoclastic in nature: a) the edges feather out irregularly into the surrounding terrains, and 
b) topography near the edges of the deposits are 'softened', the best example being feature #12 which 
has sharp, rugged topography at the western end that becomes progressively rounded and less distinct 
as it continues into the smooth deposit. Feathered edges and terrain softening are characteristic of 
lofted deposits rather than ground flows. 

Dark Lobate flows. Dark lobate materials are very dark (albedo 0.2) deposits that occur in 
small, sub-circular to elongate patches typically a few kilometers wide and up to 10 km long. The 
patches primarily occur in a broadly elongate field about 800 by 1000 km around #17. Individual 
patches occur as domes (like cinder cones) and lobate tongues in the hollows of the very rough 
cantaloupe and patchy smooth terrains. The features are reminiscent of very viscous extrusions on the 
Earth. A possible analog, even in terms of size, is the Chao Dacite flow in Chile. 

Dark Soots. In contrast to the above features which have recognizable parallels in terrestrial 
volcanism, the dark spots are unlike anything else seen in the sdar system. The dark spots are oval to 
somewhat irregular shaped spots with smooth, convex-upward edges scattered between about 20 and 
40" south. The larger spots range from 30 to 80 km in diameter. The spots are reminiscent in shape 
and distribution of droplets of water splashed across an oil-covered surface. The spots are often 
(always?) surrounded by a border of lighter material. The prototype example of this feature is #18. 
Other unmistakable examples occur farther to the east and south. A broad band of oval spots extends 
through the southern half of the bright spotted polar terrain. These spots are partially obscured by a thin 
coat of bright material, but their shapes, distributions, and albedo are similar to the dark droplet type 
materials. In addition, many of the spots in the polar unit have bright borders recognizable under the 
thin coating. Thus the polar spots are also inferred to be dark droplet materials. If this interpretation is 
correct, then these materials are quite widespread, and the process forming them is an important one. 
The droplet materials are quite solid despite their appearance: the type areas have several well-preserved 
superposed craters. It is speculated that the units are extrusive, the borders being possibly thermally 
metamorphosed crustal materials (though at typical widths of several tens of kilometers the mechanics 
are obscure). If this is the case, the convex edges (order 100 m high) imply a fairly high viscosity at the 
time of emplacement. 
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